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Abstract 

Originally, WSNs were made to facilitate military surveillance purposes but its application has since 

broadened to areas such as monitoring, traffic, security, construction, health and etc. A WSN 

contains hundreds or even thousands of sensor nodes. Each sensor node consists of a transceiver 

with an antenna, microcontroller, energy source and an interfaced electronic circuit. Sizes and cost 

of a WSN also varies depending on the sensor parameters such as computing speed, memory, 

bandwidth and energy consumption [1]. The 5 most commonly used WSN PCB designs are MICAz, 

LOTUS, TelosB, IRIS and Cricket. Each has their own advantages and limitations, as well as 

applications. The architecture of a WSN has been clearly shown in section D where it generally 

consists of sensor nodes, a sink and WSN server.  There are 3 main network topologies; star, tree 

and mesh. Critical node detection can be done using algorithms. The issue regarding the energy-

efficiency of data gathering has also been presented, along with its available energy saving methods. 

There are a few main criteria’s for the wireless sensor networks design, some of which are small in 

design size, low power consumption and low cost. Besides that, the hardware design needs to be 

able to support a sensor node’s 3 main task; sense compute control, communicate and hibernate. 

Software programing can be used to adjust the power supply needed for the core. Moreover, there 

are few ways of existing solutions for the sensor placement problem and actuator networks, which 

are least recently visited approach, snake like deployment approach, cluster based approach, virtual 

forces and sensor relocation. There are three major parts in a smart home design, which has been 

discussed in this report.  They are the physical components, communication system and control 

system. Besides that, an example of a smart home using a Zigbee communication system was 

discussed in this report. Furthermore, a smart home that uses the Labview software to control its 

internal and external lighting system, fire and security alarm system and temperature system was 

discussed as well.  
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Introduction 

History 

The Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) can be said to have started off as the initial Distributed Sensing 

Networks (DSN). This idea was initially introduced by the military around the mid 1900s. The main 

purpose of this distributed sensing technology back then was to track and distinguish submarines. 

This specific system was named the Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS), and it comprises of all the 

attributes a sensor system would have (hierarchical data processing system, distribution and etc). 

SOSUS is made out of acoustic sensors, also known as hydrophones, and these were installed on the 

base of the sea [2].  

Around the 1980s, the (DAPRA), short for Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency took over 

the Distributed Sensing Networks program [3]. This was done in hopes of discovering a new 

approach to its initial purpose. They began testing its application on different machine 

communications; such were announced in the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network 

(ARPANET) later on. The key responsibility of engineers and researchers at that point of time was to 

generate a network of area-distributed sensors which was able function and trade information/data 

autonomously, yet can be made economically. Until today, these requirements are still in use for 

developing sensor networks. Thus, it can also be said that the work done by DARPA was a benchmark 

for future WSNs. 

During that same decade, researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 

Cambridge and Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), Pittsburgh collaborated and a new branch of 

distributed sensing networks were created. The use of the new sensor network was to detect low-

flying aircrafts, using acoustic sensors as well. As a demonstration, these acoustic sensors were 

installed onto a platform, which was connected amid mobile nodes. These nodes were linked to a 

centralized computer via a wireless broadcast channel. However, back then, wireless nodes were 

expensive and big in size, which required large vehicles such as lorries to transport it. This was a 

huge disadvantage and the system to be only able to detect easy trajectory low-flying objects for 

short distances [4]. Nonetheless, this sensor network was ahead of its time and it created further 

incentive for the sensor network development.  
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It soon began apparent that the application of the DSN using an enormous amount of sensor nodes 

was of the upmost interest, thus programs such as the Wireless Integrated Network Sensors (WINS) 

and Low power Wireless Integrated Micro sensors (LWIM) were integrated in 1993 and the mid-

1990s respectively [5]. WINS incorporates a few systems into one system, which has wireless 

networking capability, sensor technology, computation and signal processing [5]. The research of 

WINS was performed at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in partnership with the 

Rockwell Science Centre.  

The project covered the many different features of the WSN, such as points for signal processing, a 

closer integration amid transceiver, various network protocol designs, elements for sensing namely 

the micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) sensor and other elements to greatly minimize its 

size. Furthermore, linking the DSN to the internet was also made a priority in the research at UCLA. 

It was deemed successful when the WINS were able to support a huge number of sensor nodes, 

with the condition of beings able to transmit data at ranges of 1-100kbps and obtaining the minor 

required transceiver coverage area [6]. The first of its kind was revealed in 1996, and it then carried 

on as WINS NG (new generation).  

The WINS’s hardware platform contained a buffer memory, digital analog converter, sensitive 

element and a spectrum analyzer. The sole purpose of this platform was for consecutive computing. 

Besides that, the hardware is equipped with a low power transceiver and digital signal processor. 

Furthermore, the components above were all calibrated according to the regulated energy 

consumption restrictions, due to small Li-Ion battery that is needed to supply the sensor node for a 

lengthy duration of time. This energy efficiency was obtained with the speed reduction on the signal 

processing, the reduction of radio channel data throughput and the decrease in connectivity range 

of the sensor node. The application of MEMS and CMOS (Complementary metal–oxide–

semiconductor) technologies for the sensing of elements and integration circuits production was 

also implemented. Lastly, the energy efficiency can also be achieved by reducing the demands on 

WSN response delays [7].  
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The research of LWIM was also performed at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and 

was sponsored by DARPA [8]. As the name suggests, the purpose of this research was to construct 

a low-powered wireless sensor network module. In addition, researchers wanted to make it as 

space-saving as possible, for purposes such as being able to be installed anywhere and with ease. 

The end product that was made consisted of an infrared sensor, a vibration sensor, a data 

transmission speed at approximately 1 kbps and a low power transceiver that has a range of 30 m 

(901-929 MHz) [9]. This specific module was made especially for the applications of monitoring and 

control such as; wireless motor maintenance for vehicle condition monitoring, wireless presence 

monitoring for manufacturing processes and wireless patient monitoring for medicinal purposes.  

In 1999, another significant development of the WSN was discovered at the University of California, 

Berkeley which was named the PicoRadio program [10]. The aim of this research was to construct a 

low-cost WSN, preferably one that is able to operate using renewable energy (solar energy). The 

PicoRadio protocol created substantial possibility that made it possible for the platform of the WSN 

to be extremely flexible for many different applications [11]. Around that same time, the University 

of California, Berkeley was also conducting research on constructing the smallest of sensor nodes. 

This program was named the Smart Dust program and as the name suggests, researchers there had 

the intentions of making the sensor nodes as small as dust particles. The “smart dust” would be 

released into the air and it would just flow alongside the air masses for a several hours at a time. 

The major components of this smart dust would consist of a laser diode, a sensor and a MEMS 

mirror, all densely packed into a MEMS case for the purpose of transmitting and obtaining optical 

radiation [12].  

The configuration of the program that allows data transmission by reflecting light rays using a micro 

mirror was successfully completed in the year 2001. The end result consisted of a barometric 

pressure, humidity, temperature, tilt, light intensity, magnetic field and vibration senor all packed 

in a cubic inch. Furthermore, there was also a communication transmitter that ranged 20 meters, a 

bi-directional radio, a battery that can function a week continuously at a time and a microprocessor 

controller [13]. However, during the span of the assembly, many other projects have out grown the 

smart dust program. A few examples are; Center for Embedded, Network of Embedded Systems 

(NEST), Networked Sensing and Berkeley Webs at UCLA. 
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The year 1999 was also another memorable year for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT), as they started work on the micro-Adaptive Multidomain Power-aware Sensors (μAMPS) 

project. This project tackles a whole new horizon of challenging matters, specifically in the 

application and design of the WSNs [14]. The cornerstone of the research was to develop a low-

powered software and hardware for the sensor nodes, utilizing microcontrollers capable of 

powerful voltage scaling and the ability to reconstruct data processing algorithms to minimize the 

power usage [15]. Two crucial elements involved in the μAMPS project can be seen in the figure 

below; 

 

Figure 1: The crucial elements in the μAMPS project [14]. 

The project later on branched out into two separate parts, due to the fact that they wanted to test 

out two different versions of the sensor node. It was named μ AMPS-I and μ AMPS-II. These were 

made and tested based on the ASIC which was short for Application Specific Integrated Circuit and 

operated on the assigned design and system architecture, to attain the necessary configuration and 

energy efficiency. An extension of this research was the sensor network communication protocol, 

namely the Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH). This features the function of 

randomly distributing a network’s coordination node. In other words, the LEACH was programmed 

as a node-clustering algorithm. Due to the fact that the coordinator node is no doubt the major 

power consumer in a WSN, thus by randomly supplying a different sensor node to do the 

coordinator node, the energy consumption would be greatly reduced. This will also result in the 

lifespan lengthening of the LEACH WSN. This theory has been tested and the results were clear: if 

the WSN continued to have its coordinator node unchanged, the WSN would most likely fail and its 

lifespan decreased. 
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In the year 2000 and 2001, researchers and developers from SensIT carried out 2 experiments 

involving the U.S Marine Corps. The priority of these experiments was to inspect the signal 

processing capabilities at the Marine Corps Air Ground Test Facility at Twentynine Palms, California. 

The results were the improved accuracy of identification, tracking and target detection sensor nodes 

which plays an important role in modern warfare. The program was constructed uniquely where 

both the hardware and software has an energy saving function with high survivability and short term 

response. Furthermore, SensIT improved WSN’s programmability and interactivity. In other words, 

it is possible to multitask between several simultaneous users through WSN.  

The 1st version of the standard IEEE 802.15.4 Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network was 

launched in the early 2000s by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [16]. Today, 

the standard has not only been modified but has been improved significantly to be able to control 

low levels of sensor node protocols (medium access control level and physical level). Higher levels 

are controlled by other standards that can be added to this. Throughout the years, more and more 

standards have out grown the IEEE 802.15.4 (now regarded as low level). Standards such as ZigBee 

[17], WirelessHART [18], and 6loWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks) 

[19], they each have their own improvements and solution to the WSN. Above all, the Zigbee is 

currently the most used standard compared to the rest. This is most likely due to the fact that ZigBee 

generates personal area networks using high level communication protocols. ZigBee assembles 

upon the media access control layers and physical layer as mentioned in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.  

The WSN has since came a long way from when it was first discovered. The level of flexibility, 

usability and availability the WSN has obtained throughout the years is truly remarkable and it is all 

thanks to the researches done by the mentioned academic organizations. Undoubtedly, the WSN 

will continue to progress further and better in the years to come. 
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Overview of applications 

As mentioned in the sub section above, although WSN was first created for the purpose of military 

surveillance, it has come a long way since then and much has changed. Today WSNs are widely used 

all around the world for functions such as monitoring and collecting data from the environment. 

Aside from contributing distributed sensing of one or more parameters, WSN also functions as the 

control for processing these object or parameters. As an example, a WSN can be installed in a 

structure for reasons such as automated control of construction’s conditions. Once installed, these 

autonomous sensor nodes begin interacting and exchanging data. These data can then be used to 

compare with the data obtained from other sensor nodes from other parts of the building so that 

professionals such as contractors/engineers/supervisors can control and supervise in real time, as 

well as predicting any emergency conditions.  

In the last 2 decades, there have been plenty of industrial representatives and research groups that 

showed interest in the WSN, and since then, WSN technology development have sky-rocketed. This 

further proves that WSN applications are highly promising and is a violable solution to many 

problems which will be listed below. Credit is also due for the technological progress in 

microelectronics that made this cause entirely possible. What it meant was that, because of the 

progress in microelectronics, it has made it possible to construct a sensor to be small in size, energy 

efficient and inexpensive. Another factor that made WSN so successful was the rapid development 

of microelectromechanical systems and wireless technologies. As wireless technologies become 

more dependable (improved operation parameters) while its price decreases, it is no surprise that 

the WSN’s market has not only sky-rocketed but is constantly producing permanent number of 

supporters. This sole reason made it possible for the gradual migration from the old wireline 

technology to the new wireless technology.  

Today WSN is used in practically everything whether it is construction, production, transportation, 

security, warfare or even life support.  For example, in emergency environment management, 

sensor nodes can detect the surrounding environment to forecast oncoming disasters. In the line of 

biomedical, surgical implants of sensor can aid in the monitoring of the health of the patient. Seismic 

sensing can detect the occurrences of eruptions and earthquakes from just the deployment of an 

ad hoc in volcanic areas [21]. The list goes on, below are some of the continuation for a WSN’s 

application in today’s society.  
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Figure 2: The different WSN applications [22-27] 
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Network Protocol stack 

 

Figure 3: General protocol stack [28]. 

Every sensor node and sink has a protocol stack incorporated into their built. A protocol stack has 

the purpose of integrating data with networking protocols, routes awareness, promoting 

cooperative attempts between sensor nodes and communicates power efficiently via a wireless 

medium. Generally a protocol stack would consist of 2 main protocol parts; the communication 

protocols and management protocols. And under these protocols there are various layers and 

planes. Each layer servers a different purpose depending on the application or task at hand. As can 

be seen in the figure above, the communication protocols consist of an upper layer or also known 

as the application layer, a transport layer, a network layer, a data link layer and a physical layer. The 

figure below shows the function of each layer.  
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Figure 4: Function of each layer [28]. 

As for the management protocol, it consists of the power, mobility and task management planes. 

The job of assisting sensor nodes to coordinate its task and at the same time, lowering the total 

consumption of power falls under the purpose of these planes. The figure below further shows the 

specific function of each management plane. 
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Figure 5: The functions of each management plane [28]. 
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5 available Wireless Sensor Network’s PCB design 

MICAz 

A MICAz mote is one of the more commonly used PCB design, due to the fact that it is easy to 

implement [29]. It is also considered for low powered WSN. This intriguing design is usually used 

indoors for application such as security monitoring. This design incorporates components like a 

processor, 802.15.4 RF transceiver, logger flash, expansion connector, antenna, and a MMCX 

connector. 

 

Figure 6: MICAz block diagram 
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Figure 7: MICAz PCB design [30] 

 

LOTUS 

The design of the LOTUS mote was made to contain the potential to increase the total functionality 

of MEMSIC’s WSN products. This mote is usually used for applications such as industrial, 

maintenance, vibration and seismic monitoring, as well as analysing it. Components involved in the 

making of a LOTUS; CPU core, radio, SRAM, FASH, power management, serial FLASH and GPIOs DSP. 
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Figure 8: LOTUS block diagram 

 

 

Figure 9: LOTUS PCB design [31]. 
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TelosB 

Alike the MICAz, this design is a low powered WSN but it mostly functions as a platform for 

Experimentation of a wireless sensor network and research development of low powered WSN. This 

design includes a serial ID, logger flash, a radio, a USB connector, sensor for light and humidity, a 10 

pin connector and a MSP 430 controller.  

 

Figure 10: TelosB block diagram 
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Figure 11: TelosB PCB design [32] 

 

IRIS 

The application of IRIS can be widely found in High speed sensor, indoor security monitoring and 

large scale sensor networks. The design is the simplest among the other designs mentioned, with 

only 3 components; Logger Flash, processor and a 802.15.4 RF transceiver.  

 

Figure 12: IRIS block diagram 
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Figure 13: IRIS PCB design [33]. 

Cricket 

The implementation of this design can be normally seen in Human tracking, research on ultrasound 

location, ubiquitous computing and the system of indoor location. Components found in this mote; 

an external antenna, a MMCX connector, a US receiver, US transmitter, radio, Processor, logger 

flash, 51-pin expansion connector and a RS-232 serial port.  
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Figure 14: Cricket block diagram 
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Figure 15: Cricket PCB design [34]. 
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The Architecture, Characteristics, Features, Topology, Advantages 

and Limitations of a Wireless Sensor Network. 

 

Architectures, characteristics and features  

 

Figure 16: A WSN example 

 

The figure above shows a simple drawn general WSN example that can be found in the market. WSN 

are basically spatially distributed systems which are made up of enormous amount of sensor nodes, 

ranging from hundreds to thousands. All connected to a wireless connection channel which forms a 

network as can be seen above. Every one of the sensor nodes is like a tiny device consisting of a 

sensitive element, a micro controller and a transceiver. The figure below shows the structure of a 

sensor node  
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Figure 17: The structure of a sensor node 

 

Naturally, these sensor nodes are independent. The sole purpose of a sensor node is to measure 

physical conditions, conditions like vibration, humidity, temperature, pressure and then proceeds to 

convert them into readable digital data. In addition, a sensor node can also act as a storage system 

to store previously measured data before transmitting it. It can also be seen that there is a sink 

located in between the dozen of sensor nodes and the WSN server, this sink acts like a gate that 

monitors whatever data that goes in and out of the WSN server. It can also be said that a network 

sink acts as a node that gathers functional data and transfers it to the WSN server. Thus, it is a 

mandate to provide the sink node with its own stationary power source. It should also be connected 

to a server that is more than able to process data obtained from the WSN. If ever the WSN and server 

are under the identical object, they can be connected directly. Global interactions using the global 

network are one of the many feasible outcomes of a WSN.  

Furthermore, with the use of a low power transceiver, communication of a WSN is possible through 

wireless transmission channel. However, each sensor node’s communication range is short, meaning 

to say that it will not be able to transfer data directly to the sink node. Thus, resulting in the use of 

a large amount of sensor nodes whereby each sensor node transmits its data to the next nearest 

sensor node. Another factor that causes the use of an enormous amount of sensor node is that the 

transceiver in each sensor node has but very limited energy content which makes it impossible to 

transmit data directly as well. And again, the only way is to retransmit data to the nearest sensor 
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node and so on until it reaches the sink. Due to this factor, it is important to remember that the 

range of a sensor node is only a couple of dozen meters at best.  

The micro controller inside of the sensor node functions as a component that collects data and 

allows the sensor node to be connected to other sensor nodes. It is programmed with a set of 

algorithms that is able to sense elements and control the transceiver. In addition, the micro 

controller also monitors the battery in the sensor node and it is able to change the operational 

settings to lengthen the battery life if ever the battery is running low. 

It is also apparent that another exceptional characteristic of the WSN is that it is a self-organizing 

intra-networking connection. This feature allows random spatial distribution of sensor nodes and 

sinks nodes to configurate a WSN accordingly. Besides that, if ever a connection issue arises during 

the use of the network, the system would still be able to function without the whole system crashing 

and failing. This is possible as the WSN would just change its operational mode to not utilize the lost 

nodes for the transmission of data. This astonishing feature makes the maintenance and the 

installation process much easier as it permits the WSN to independently create or add new nodes 

into the system. With this feature, the WSN is able to reconstruct and react to any changes no matter 

good or bad in the system accordingly in real-time mode. Lastly, the self- organizing algorithms 

develops a more energy-efficient data transmission. 
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Network topology 

In the beginning of Section D, the traditional application of gathering and processing data has been 

described. It has become apparent that a WSN will surely have a point for gathering data, called the 

“sink”. However, there are other applications that require the sensor node to exchange data 

amongst themselves and not just relay data to the sink. Thus brings me to the point that there are 

actually various interaction organizational schemes between the server and the sensor nodes. In 

short, these so called schemes are named network topologies and there are basically 3 main types 

which are the star, tree and mesh topology. Usage of the different network topologies depend on 

the different WSN standards it needs to support. 

Star 

 

 

Figure 18: The star topology 

 

As the name suggests, the star topology resembles the shape of a star as can be seen in the figure 

above. This is because the sensor nodes are all connected directly to the sink. In other words, the 

sensor nodes are not linked to any other sensor nodes and are only connected through the sink. The 

major downside to this topology is that the WSN can only support a limited amount of sensor nodes 

and this causes the sink’s performance to be low. This is due to the fact that sensor nodes have to 
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be positioned near a sink for direct connection. This specific topology is mostly used in computer 

networks. 
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Tree 

 

Figure 19: The tree topology 

 

On the other hand the tree topology is sort of the opposite compared to the star topology. This 

specific topology is used to support an enormous amount of sensor nodes. This is because of its 

unique hierarchy like arrangement as shown in the figure above. However, direct exchange of data 

amongst the sensor nodes is not made possible. The transmission of data only occurs from the 

sensor node to the sink and vice versa. Furthermore, the data flows in order from a level of more 

sensor nodes to a level of lesser sensor nodes. The bigger level of nodes is called leaves and the 

smaller ones are called branches and then roots. As an example, data flows from the left to right in 

the figure above where it is clear that all traffic is transmitted through the first level/smallest level 

(2 nodes out of 11) to the sink. The disadvantage here is that the network may fail due to the energy 

consumption by the closest to sink sensor nodes. 
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Mesh 

 

Figure 20: The mesh topology 

 

Among the 3 main topologies, the mesh topology is the hardest to utilize. Contrary to that, it delivers 

the highest possibility for the exchange of data amongst sensor nodes. This is because of the inbuilt 

rule of connecting with any near sensor node, as long as its in the transceiver’s range of connectivity. 

As a result, the connection between each sensor node is as shown in the figure above. The outcome 

of this principle allows data to be transmitted through the shortest route possible which also results 

in better energy efficiency as the amount of retransmission is lessen.  
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Limitations 

Moreover, it is also important to acknowledge that the present level of technological advancement 

requires researchers and developers to continuously obtain the balance in parameters like the 

sensor node’s productivity, its energy content, size, transceiver’s range, functionality, cost and so 

on. The figure below demonstrates the relationship of the primary sensor node parameter. The 

direction of the arrows shows the parameters related, improving one end of the arrow will result in 

the aggravation of the other end. For example, the development for the reduction in size will 

inevitably result in an increase in the cost as well as a decrease in its functionality, battery lifetime 

and coverage. Thus, the responsibility of developing a new software or hardware for a WSN needs 

proper planning and consideration for the upbringing of newer WSN technologies and for the 

expansion of its application scope. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: The primary sensor node parameter correlation 
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Analysis on the Critical Node detection. 

The detection of critical nodes can be done using algorithms. Identifying these critical nodes 

can help in increasing the WSN’s efficiency. The pattern exhibited by the critical node will 

determine the algorithms needed for the specific critical node detection. The procedure in 

creating these algorithms is as follows; 

1. The matrix presented in the network is first written down. 

2. The end node and source node is considered as critical nodes, provided that both the 

nodes only have a single 1. 

3. The linked pair of nodes that have alternate corresponding values are examined. 

4. These pair of nodes is then removed from the matrix and the path from the source to 

the end is checked. If the path does not exist anymore then the node pair is critical 

and vise versa. 

 

The steps above are basically reducing the large network into a smaller network to make the 

task of figuring out where the critical node is simpler and easier. In other words, extracting an 

adjacency matrix out of the whole network. Critical node detection truly begins after the third 

step. By removing only the pair of column that has alternate corresponding values, it makes 

the algorithm efficient for calculation. This further leaves the possibility that the node pairs 

with row values of 1-1 a potential contender for the critical nodes. Next, experiment on 

whether the path from the source to the end will still exist when that particular corresponding 

row is taken out of the equation. If the path still exists then the node pair is not the critical 

node. If it disappears then the critical node has been found. For a clear understanding of the 

entire segment, an example of the network matrix can be seen below.  
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Figure 22: An example of an Ad-Hoc Network [35] 

 

 

Figure 23: The Ad-Hoc Network put into matrix form. 
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Step 1 has been done by laying out the matrix. Step 2 is determined by examining the source 

column and end column (first and sixth column respectively).  In this case, because the source 

column and end column contains more than a single value, these cannot be considered as the 

critical nodes. Step 3 is done and the result of it is shown in the figure above (in the box). As 

can be seen, only column 3 and 4 doesn’t have the node pair of 1-1 present throughout the 6 

rows thus both this column is taken out. The following figure shows the matrix after the {(3, 

4)} has been taken out.  

 

Figure 24: Matrix after taking out {(3, 4)} 

From the figure above, the last step can be applied. It is apparent that there is no path from 

the source to the end. This can only mean that the node pair {(3, 4)} is actually the critical link. 

These algorithms can also be programmed. An example of a programmed algorithm for critical 

node detection can be seen in the next page. 
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Figure 25: Programmed algorithm for the detection of critical nodes [36] 
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The problem of energy-efficient data gathering by mobile 

sinks/actuators and its available energy saving models 

 

Data Gathering Issues 

In a WSN, the procedure of compiling information and then transferring it to the central base 

is called data gathering [37]. The data collected will then be further processed and studied 

[38]. There are generally 2 data gathering techniques, solely the Mobile element based and 

the static node based data gathering [39]. For applications like object detection and tracking, 

the data gathered have to be time sensitive. What this means is that the time for the data to 

be processed and transmitted to its station must be in a real time manner (no delay). On the 

other hand, applications such as underwater acoustic sensor network or environment 

monitoring do not need real-time data transfer [40].  

Essentially, there are 3 main phase in the data gathering procedure; the deployment phase, 

control message dissemination phase and data delivery phase, in order. The deployment 

phase addressed problems faced in its field of sensing. In the next phase, the control message 

dissemination phase is where command messages and/or network setup are distributed 

between the sensor nodes and base station. The last phase which is the data delivery phase 

completes the data gathering process [41]. 

The main issue in constructing a WSN has always been its energy efficiency. A massive amount 

of sensor nodes are required to run the sensor network for a lengthy duration of time, thus it 

is important to make it energy-efficient. Henceforth it is crucial for the implementation of an 

energy-efficient design to suite its respective data gathering process; the higher the data 

gathering process (bigger amount of energy needed), the more energy efficient it should be 

[42]. Another problem faced was that whenever the energy consumption reduces, the 

accuracy of data gathering especially for environmental monitoring reduces as well. This 

trade-off has long been a conflicting goal to accomplish. 

Moreover, the delays between data processing and data generating in applications such as 

battlefield monitoring has also been an issue and should be greatly lessen. This is because of 

the long distance between the sink and the nodes [43]. In addition, other military operation 
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also requires ad-hoc networks and more reliable real time data gathering, issue here is that 

the sensor nodes have limited battery life. This makes it hard for the real-time and reliability 

to go along with each other. Thus, energy efficiency techniques should be emphasized here 

as well. Countless issues arose just because of the fact that there is short supply of power to 

provide the various operations with network survivability and a dependable communication 

in the WSN [44]. The figure below shows some of the restrictions of a WSN in real time data 

gathering; 

 

Figure 26: The restrictions of a WSN in real time data gathering 
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Energy saving models 

 

Figure 27: The various energy saving methods [45]. 

As can be seen in the figure above, there are three main energy saving methods, namely the 

Duty Cycling, Data Driven ad Mobility Based. This section of the report will only focus on the 

Mobility Based energy saving methods. The concept of the mobility based approach is simple, 

if the nodes are made mobile then traffic flow can be changed on assumption that the mobile 

device is responsible for the collection of data from the stationary sensor nodes, causing 

communications to happen immediately, instead of waiting for a clear passage. By doing this, 

the sensor nodes can conserve energy because no energy is wasted in waiting for a path, and 

also because the passage length have been minimized. This approach can be grouped up into 

two different categories depending on the mobile element nature. It is known as the Mobile 

sink and mobile relay approach. The figure below shows the respective purposes of the 

mobile approaches and how it functions. 
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Figure 28: Description of the two different mobile based approaches. 
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Hardware and software design in wireless sensor networks 
 

There are few main characteristics for the wireless sensor networks design, which are the 

small size in design, low power consumption and low cost. This is because a smaller wireless 

sensor nodes allowed it to be installed in more places or scenario. Besides that, the reason 

why low power consumption is require is that some of the sensor nodes used battery to 

power. Thus a low power consumption design will allow the sensor network system to power 

for a longer time. Moreover, when each node increases a bit on the power consumption, it 

will results a vast increase on the overall power consumption, this is because that there will 

be at least hundreds of nodes in a wireless sensor networks. As stated earlier, there will be a 

large amount of nodes in a wireless network system, thus cost of each node is require to be 

small to achieve a low total system cost. In order to achieve low cost design, sensor nodes will 

require to achieve a low clock frequency, small memory data, long battery life spend and a 

small program memory.  

 

Hardware 

 

The hardware of the system must support a sensor node’s three main tasks, which are sense 

compute control, communicate computation and hibernate. There are few resources that a 

microcontroller can be used to implement the sensor node’s main task. The resources are 

power management hardware, data memory, program memory and central proccessing unit. 

A computer contains processor, memoru and input/output. This subsystem are linked 

together through interconnection structure.  
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Figure 29: processor structure 

Computer processor contains data processing unit, bus and control unit. Besides that, 

arithmetic logic unit(ALU) is function as a linking to the computer architecture. ALU is 

designed according to the processor’s targeted instruction set. Instruction set 

architecture(ISA) consists of three main parts. First is the instruction set, this set is the core 

basic commands that the processor will implement. The another main part is the data path 

width(8 or 16 bits). The last one is the addressing modes, this includes the indexed addressing, 

indirect addressing and few other modes. Furthermore, program counter in the control unit 

is to execute instruction. Address logic is to ensure that the processor can communicate with 

the external memories.  

A processor core is enclosed with two types of on chip memories, which are FLASH and SRAM. 

FLASH is for program memory and SRAM is for data memory. Besides that, memory 

management unit is used to connect the processor core to the on chip memories. Peripheral 

is on chip device that allow the microcontroller to connect with the world.  

There are few types of peripherals. 

- Sensing: multiplexers, comparator, counters, A/D converter

- Actuation: pulse width modulation, D/A conveter

- Communication: USB, ethernal, serial, control area network

- Support hardware: timer GPIO(general purpose I/O)
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Furthermore, as stated earlier that power consumption of the device is very important, thus 

the electronic components will need to optimize their energy efficiency. Electronic 

components are make sure does not consume any energy if it is not doing something useful.  

 

Figure 30: STM32 from ST micro 

The figure above is the stm32 from ST micro. This MCU shows that how a embedded system 

able to maximizes its energy efficiency. This is a 32-bit MCU based on one of the ARM cores. 

STM32 consists of 4 main domains, each domain uses different voltage to maximize the 

efficiency according to its own activities.  
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Master voltage domain is the domain that will on most of the time, therefore allowed the 

slave main power domain to sleep. Besides that, it can also allowed the whole device into 

sleep. When the whole device is in sleep, the system will be back up into the backup registers 

so that it will allowed the CPU core to save up a lot of energy. Furthermore, by switching 

power sources, it will allowed real time clock battery to last longer.  

 

 

Figure 291:G2 WISARD functional H/W design 

The figure above is the hardware block diagram of the G2 WiSARD functional H/W design. 

This design is a model sensor node to show the idea of system thinking. From the diagram 

above, it shown that there are 3 circuit boards and 2 MCU.  
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Software  

 

Figure 32: Texas instrument block diagram 

The block diagram above is the Texas instrument MSP430F5xx block diagram. This block 

diagram shows the relations between software running on embedded system and hardware. 

MSP430MCU is a very low consumption microcontroller from Texas instrument. From the 
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block diagram above, power management module and supply voltage supervisor relates with 

software. Moreover, the supply voltage for the core can be choose by using software 

programming.  

 

Figure 33: graph of frequency against PMMCOREV 

The graph above shows that the voltage supply will be 1.8V when the clock runs at 12MHz, 

2V when the clock runs at 16MHz. thus, lower clock speed means lower power consumption 

[59].  
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Existing solution for sensor placement problem in wireless 

sensor and actuator networks 
 

Least recently visited approach  

 

 

Figure 34: least recently visited approach method 

This approach is a single actuator based sensor placement algorithm. This algorithm start 

from an empty location. Actuator will then positions a node at its current position. Each of 

the sensor will upholds a set of directions along which the actuator can travel away from it. 

In each sensor, it will send a message of its own least visited direction to the actuator. The 

actuator will then depart to the direction. At this moment, the actuator will stop at each 

position for short period of time and then continue its next position. If there are no sensor 

message receive at that short period, the actuator will leave a new sensor at that position. 

However there are some disadvantages of this method, algorithm is not clear when to 

terminate. This is because that the actuator only receive a direction from the sensor and does 

not have an overlook view. Furthermore, it might terminates when there are no sensors left.  
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Snake like deployment approach 

 

 

Figure 35: snake like deployment approach 

 

A single mobile actuator is used in this method to position the static sensor. Actuator will then 

start moving at the left top corner and having a movement similar to a snake. This actuator 

will drop a sensor for every ��� until it face an obstacle. Then it will move down for ��
� � and 

change its direction and repeat the same process. The algorithm will try to dodge holes behind 

the obstacle, actuator will need to breaks its natural movement in order to dodge this holes. 

Actuator will check the upcoming step whether got holes or not. The actuator will change its 

direction to the hole, if it sense any. Thus the actuator is able to move down, up, right and 

left in order to reduce the chance of sensing hole. However, this method has the same 

problem as the least recently visited method which is couldn’t control when the algorithm 

terminate.  
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Chuster based approach 

 

Chuster based method is used to repair the coverage using an actuators. This method is used 

to replace a failed sensors in WSAN by using 3 direct actuator coordination protocol. Firstly is 

the centralized protocol, by using an actuator as the central manager and will be handling 

node failure report. Central controller will broadcast its position to other sensor and actuator. 

Latest location of each actuator will be maintain by listening to the actuator position updates. 

The closest actuator will used its spare sensor to replace the failed sensors. When the actuator 

is moving to its failure position, it keeps on updating the central manager with its location. 

The second protocol is the distributed protocol. Each actuator will assign to one sub region 

and handle regional failure node report. This actuator will also need to handle the sensor 

replacement in the sub region. Centralized algorithm will then run towards each sub region. 

The next protocol is the dynamic protocol. Each robot will need to updates its current 

position, sensors that received multiple updates will only need to rebroadcast the robot 

closest to it. Voronoi diagram was built based on the hop count. Sensor failures will be 

detected in the nodes report, actuators will then move to the failed sensor and replace it.   
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Virtual forces 

 

 

This is a sensor self-deploy method. This happen when two electromagnetic particles are close 

together and created a repelling force. Thus these virtual force pushes the sensors away. 

 

Sensor relocation 

 

The reason why sensor relocation is important is to reduce the energy consumption and 

response time. If a replacement is discovery, the discovered replacement will then migrate to 

the position of failed sensor [62].   
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Home-based related designs that using wireless sensor 

networks. 
 

Smart home system 

 

The future home are going to turn into a smart home that integrated with security wireless 

sensor network. This network is consists of three major parts: 

1. Physical components: electronic devices like actuators and sensors.  

2. Control system: expert systems or artificial intelligence system. 

3. Communication system: wireless network 

Communication system is to connect the physical components to control system. Physical 

components is used to sense the environment and pass the result to the control system 

though the home network and also home sub network. Home network is a kind of local area 

network(LAN), it is to connect few devices in the home together and allowed communicate 

or share files among each other [56]. Home sub network is also called as subnet. Organization 

network that divided into subnets will allow it to connect to internet with a single shared 

network address [57]. After control system get the results from the physical components, the 

control system will make decision and send the control data to the actuators through the 

home networks.  
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Figure 36: the basic structure of smart home system 

Physical components 

 

The role of the physical components is to measure and collect data and then send to control 

system through home network.  

Table 1: type of sensors, modes and applications 

  

These sensors will observe the users relations with the components in the house and 

recognize the daily activities of the users.  
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Control system 

 

The role of the control system is to orders the data receive from the sensors. There are two 

types machine learning models that used in smart home. 

1. Nave bayes classifies: it is to recognise the action that corresponds with the highest 

possibility to the set of sensor values detected.  

2. Decision trees: it is to study logical description of the actions.  

Communication system  

 

The role of the communication system is to transfer data between physical components and 

control system. Some of the common used wireless technologies are WIFI, ZigBee, Bluetooth, 

WiMAX. Bluetooth is the first wireless interface that used in the smart home. After that, WIFI 

is widely used because the range that WiFi cover is much more that Bluetooth. WiFi uses IEEE 

802.11 technology that able to cover the whole house. However, the data rate will dropped 

to below 1MB at distant and consumes higher power and provides lower security. ZigBee has 

low power consumption, low cost and easy to be built into the smart home control system. 

Thus Zigbee is the most suitable to be use in a future smart home.  

 

Table 2: Comparison between the communication system 

[58] 

Smart home design 

 

1. Remote monitoring the house 

Develop a system of wireless smart home sensor network using ZigBee and PSTN.  

2. Monitoring environment of the house(temperature, radiation and humidity)  
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System design 

 

ZigBee network coordinator was used to control the data communication, establishing the 

communication link and protecting things inside networks. ZigBee node will be used to 

establish network with mesh or hybrid topological structure. ZigBee nodes will be scatter 

around and sent all the sensor results to the network coordinator through the network. GPRS 

network will be used to transfer results that generated from ZigBee network to the 

monitoring center. Monitoring center is used to handle the results generated by Zigbee 

networks.  

 

Figure 37: network topology for smart home system 

In this system, assume that regardless of where the users are, the coordinator will still connect 

to the monitoring center through computer that accessing to internet/GPRS network. All the 

exchange data from sever and network can be obtained. The network coordinator CPU will 

read the content of a command that sends out from the server. It will then analyze this data, 

for example switching on the air conditional.  
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Figure 38: internal structure 

GPRS, ZigBee and the microcontroller are the more important parts in the network 

coordinator. These three modules will be connected through serial ports. Based on the figure 

above, part a, b and e make up and become a typical Zigbee node, then combine with part c 

and d to the node, it becomes Zigbee coordinator. after that, part f and g will add to get 

additional function. Part g can produce PSTN signal. Home security alarm mainframe can 

connect to the tip and ring port. If the mainframe alarm, part g will extract alarm data and 

coordinator will send alarm’s message to monitoring center [60].  

The following two figures are the Zigbee and GPRS circuit diagram.  
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Figure 3930: Zigbee circuit diagram 
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Figure 40: GPRS circuit diagram 
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Smart house application using Labview software 

Figure 41: Smart house

As the chart above shows, this smart house consists of internal and external lighting system, 

fire alarms system, temperature alarm system and burglar alarm system for Labview. At the 

remote control side consists of central unit, rooms units and garage door. Furthermore, for 

the automation side consists of water level, change over and portable generator.  

Labview software helps user to control the whole system. User is able to monitor any changes 

in all the system from monitor screen.  
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Internal lighting system 

 

PIR motion sensor is used in the internal lighting system. Labview software will control the 

dim level and also the light on/off. This system allows the light to switch on when there are 

any movement passing by. This system can also be set for a schedule timer.  

 

 

Figure 42: internal lighting system 
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External lighting system 

This system is different from the internal lighting system. The system is depends on the sun 

light. Sensor will be used to sense the brightness and send the data to Labview software. 

Labview software will then analyse and control the external light lamps.  

Figure 43: external lighting system 
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Burglar alarm system and fire alarm system 

 

When a burglar or fire happen in the house, signal will send to the labview software. Labview 

will then on the siren in the house. Furthermore, signal can also send to the user’s mobile 

through SMS. Besides that, labview can be set to send signal to put down the fire.  

 

 

Figure 44: fire and burglar alarm system 
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Temperature system 

Temperature sensor is require in this system. Labview will read the signal from sensor and 

analyse using its set program. Labview will then send a signal either heating or cooling based 

on the temperature that needed. For the cooling and heating system, PWM system was used. 

Figure 45: temperature system 
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Labview software setting screen 

 

 

Figure 46: setting screen in Labview software 
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As showed in the figure above, timer can be set for the home light, garden light and for the 

temperature system. Mobile number can be key in for labview to message the user during 

burglar and fire system [61]. 
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10 questions and answers that relates to wireless sensor 

network 
 

1. What was the initial purpose of the Wireless Sensor Network? 

 

The Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) can be said to have started off as the initial 

Distributed Sensing Networks (DSN). This idea was initially introduced by the military 

around the mid 1900s. The main purpose of this distributed sensing technology back 

then was to track and distinguish submarines. This specific system was named the 

Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS). 

 

2. In today’s era, what are some of the applications of a Wireless Sensor Network? 

� Environment/Ecosystem monitoring 

� Industrial monitoring 

� Health monitoring 

� Structural health monitoring 

� Security surveillance 

� Seismic monitoring 

 

 

3. What is the function of a sink in the structural architecture of a Wireless Sensor 

Network? 

 

A sink acts like a gate that monitors whatever data that goes in and out of the WSN 

server. It can also be said that a network sink acts as a node that gathers functional data 

and transfers it to the WSN server. 

 

4. What are the 3 main topologies that can be applied to a Wireless Sensor Network? 

 

Star, Tree and Mesh topology. 
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5. What are the steps in constructing the algorithm needed for critical node detection? 

- The matrix presented in the network is first written down. 

- The end node and source node is considered as critical nodes, provided that both the 

nodes only have a single 1. 

- The linked pair of nodes that have alternate corresponding values are examined. 

- These pair of nodes is then removed from the matrix and the path from the source to 

the end is checked. If the path does not exist anymore then the node pair is critical and 

vise versa. 

 

6. Name and describe the 3 phases in data gathering. 

 

Deployment phase, control message dissemination phase and data delivery phase. The 

deployment phase addressed problems faced in its field of sensing. In the next phase, 

the control message dissemination phase is where command messages and/or network 

setup are distributed between the sensor nodes and base station. The last phase which 

is the data delivery phase completes the data gathering process. 

 

7. What is the main criteria that a wireless sensor need to have? 

  

Small in size, low power consumption and low cost.  

 

8. Why wireless sensor need to have a low power consumption? 

 

It is because that there will be at least hundreds of nodes in a wireless sensor network, 

if each of the node increases a bit on the power consumption, it will result a huge 

increase of overall power consumption. Besides that, there are a lot of sensor nodes 

that are using batteries, thus having a low power consumption can allow it to last for 

longer period of time.  
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9. What is the disadvantages of snake like deployment approach? 

 

It couldn’t know when algorithm terminates. Besides that, there are no full coverage if 

in the scenario below. We can see that once the snake face the wall, the area behind 

the wall couldn’t be cover anymore.  

 

 

 

10. What communication system suit smart home the most? 

 

Zigbee. This is because that by comparing Zigbee to other communication system like 

WiFi, blue tooth and Wimax, Zigbee has the highest security and is able to cover a range 

of 100m. A normal house does not need more than 100m coverage. Besides that, Zigbee 

has a lesser power consumption compared to other communication system.  
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